ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
L.A.Zadeh introduced fuzzy set theory in1965 [11] . Different types of fuzzy sets are defined in order to clear the vagueness of the existing problems. Membership function of these sets, which have the form A: R → [0, 1] and it has a quantitative meaning and viewed as fuzzy numbers. Hass. Michael [5] , defines a fuzzy number as a quantity whose values are imprecise, rather than exact as in the case with single-valued function. So far, fuzzy numbers like triangular fuzzy numbers [3] , trapezoidal fuzzy numbers [1] , [10] , hexagonal fuzzy numbers [8] are introduced with its membership functions. These numbers have got many applications like non-linear equations, risk analysis and reliability. Many operations were carried out using fuzzy numbers [4] . In this paper, we propose hexadecagonal fuzzy number with its membership functions and also we define basic arithmetic operations of hexadecagonal fuzzy number using arithmetic interval of alpha cuts and is illustrated with numerical examples.
PRELIMINARIES

Fuzzy set [11] :
A fuzzy set in X (set of real numbers) is a set of ordered pairs = is called membership function of x in which maps X into .
Fuzzy Number [5] :
A fuzzy set defined on the universal set of real numbers R, is said to be a fuzzy number it its membership function has the following characteristics :
is piecewise continuous.
Triangular Fuzzy Number [ 3] :
A fuzzy number = (a,b,c) is said to be a triangular fuzzy number if its membership function is given by,
Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number [1] :
A fuzzy number = (a, b, c, d) is said to be a trapezoidal fuzzy number if its membership function is given by, where a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ d
Hexagonal Fuzzy Number [8] :
A fuzzy number = is said to be hexagonal fuzzy number if its membership function is given by
-cut of fuzzy set :
An of fuzzy set is a crisp set defined as ={x }.
Convex fuzzy set:
A fuzzy set is a convex fuzzy set if and only if each of its -cut is a convex set.
HEXADECAGONAL FUZZY NUMBER
In this section a new form of fuzzy number called Hexadecagonal fuzzy number is introduced which can be much useful in solving many decision making problems.
A fuzzy number = is said to be Hexadecagonal fuzzy number if its membership function is given by Where 0 . 
Negative Hexadecagonal Fuzzy Number:
A negative Hexadecagonal Fuzzy Number (n-HDFN) is defined as = where 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new form of fuzzy number named as Hexa-decagonal Fuzzy Number is introduced. The arithmetic operations are performed with arithmetic interval of alpha cuts and are illustrated with numerical examples. Hexa-decagonal Fuzzy Number can be applied to that problem which has sixteen points in representation. In future, it may be applied in operations research problems.
